
Comprehension

1. Dylan tries not to ___________________________________________________ all of his money.

2. How much does that lollipop ______________________________________________________?

3. My ___________________________________________________________ is to teach children.

4. I have two £1 ________________________________________________________ in my wallet.

5. Rhinannon works in a shop and helps _____________________________________ to buy things.

6. I am going to __________________________________________________ some of my old toys.

7. I _______________________________________________________________ a toy fi re engine.

8. I ________________________________________________________________ food and water.

9. Dylan is going to ___________________________________________________ a toy fi re engine.

10. Dylan must _____________________________________ the shopkeeper for this toy fi re engine.
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11. I have some _________________________________________________________ in my wallet.

12. I have two £5 ________________________________________________________ in my wallet.

13.  If I buy a lollipop for 50p and a sweet for 10p, I have to give the shopkeeper a _________________

_______________________________________________________________________ of 60p.

14. I keep my ____________________________________________________ safe in a savings box.

15. This toy is marked with a ____________________________________________________of £10.

16. I have a _________________________________________ between lots of diff erent toys to buy.

17. I can _____________________________________________ money by helping to clean and tidy.

18. I go to my local ______________________________________________ to buy bread and milk.

19.  I have this old teddy that belonged to my grandfather. Even though it is really old, it is ___________

________________________________________________________________________ £200.
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20.  Juggling, being friendly, handwriting, drawing and having good ideas, are all examples of diff erent 

____________________________________________________________________________.

21. I deposit my money in a ___________________________________________________ account.

22. I save my money in a _____________________________________________________ account.

23.  I bought a toy and the shopkeeper gave me a __________________________________ to prove 

that I had paid for it.

24.  My lollipop cost 25p and I gave the shopkeeper 50p.  

The shopkeeper gave me 25p _____________________________________________________.

25.  Toys and chocolates are _________________________________________________________.  

We don’t need them but we might want them.

26.  If I need cash, I can make a ____________________________________ from my savings account.

27. If I buy a raffl  e ticket, I might ________________________________________________ a prize.

28. I am going to ____________________________________ up for a bike instead of buying sweets.
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29.  I don’t have any cash because my money is all in the bank, so I will have to give you a ___________

_____________________________.

30.  I will _____________________________________ £1 to buy this chocolate bar, and give it back 

when I take some money out of my savings account.

31.  I have made a _________________________________ of £10 to a charity that helps sick animals.

32.  I started a ____________________________________________________________________, 

selling fruit and water at the park.

33.  When I earn money, I _______________________________________ it into my savings account.

34.  At the end of each month, I get paid my __________________________ for the work I have done.

35. I got a £5 ___________________________________ to buy a toy, and I paid it back at £1 a week.

36.  I used my ____________________ to buy clothes because all of my money is in my bank account.

37.  Someone else would probably say my teddy’s _________________________________is only 50p, 

but to me, my teddy is worth millions.
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38.  I have donated money to a _________________________________________ that helps 

children who don’t have what they need.39. I _______________________________________ my 

brother £1, because I borrowed it from him.

40. I have set a _________________________________ of £4 to buy drinks and food at the cinema.

41.  I used my _____________________________ to buy some clothes and then deposited the money 

into my credit card account.

42.  I had a job selling shoes before I started my __________________________________ in 

teaching.

43.  I started a ___________________________________________________________________, 

washing cars, then gave the business to my friend.

44. I work in a shop.  I am an ______________________________ of the woman who owns the shop.

45.  My shop is stocked with lots of ________________________________________ like magazines, 

milk and greeting cards.
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46.  Principality Building Society have a _______________________________________ based on the 

letter P and a celtic knot.

47.  I bought chocolate bars for 60p and sold them for £1.  I made 40p __________________________

______ on each chocolate bar.

48.  The money I receive from my customers for my goods is called ____________________________.

49. My _____________________ revealed that customers would prefer blue T-shirts over red T-shirts.

50. The tick logo and ‘Just Do It’ are part of Nike’s ________________________________________.

51. I started a _________________________________________________________, washing cars.

52.  My sister and I have started businesses. My ______________________ is greeting cards 

and her ______________________ is cleaning houses.

53. My business _________________ included the cost of buying my goods and paying my employees.

54.  I started a business selling hats but the customers wouldn’t buy them at the price I wanted.  

I had to make the price lower than they cost me to buy, so I made a ______________________.
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55.  After thinking hard about the diff erent ways of ______________________ his business, 

Mohammed decided to make fl yers to post through letterboxes.

56.  Brian borrowed £5 from his sister but will repay this ______________________ when he gets his 

birthday money.

57. I started a __________________________________________, selling reusable, shopping bags.

58.  Chris had a great idea for a new business, but he needed a _______________________________ 

to work out how to make it successful.

59.  Hannah realised that children in the park got very thristy, so she started selling water.  

Hannah is very ________________________________________________________________.

60.  My ______________________________________________ started a business selling shoes, 

and pays me money to help in the shop.

61.  As a child, Joanne had dreams of becoming a successful business owner.  

She has always been ____________________________________________________________.
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62. Steve Jobs, who created the iPhone, was an ______________________________________ man.

63.  Jacob used his _____________________________________________ to organise the class pens 

and pencils, so that it was easier to fi nd the right ones.

64.  Josh always had a ___________________________ solution, that no one else had thought about.

65.  Marie was able to suceed at anything that she set her mind to.  

She was very _________________________________________________________________.
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Word Defi nition Example

Spend To use money to pay 
for something.

Dylan tries not to spend 
all of his money.

Cost

The value that must be 
exchanged for an item OR 
the value of what it took 

to create something.

How much does 
that lollipop cost?

Job
A regular position for 

which a person is paid to
do particular tasks.

My job is to 
teach children.

Coins A metal type of money 
used to buy things.

I have two £1 coins 
in my wallet.

Customer A person that buys 
goods or services.

Rhinannon works in a 
shop and helps customers 

to buy things.
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Sell To exchange something in 
return for money.

I am going to sell some of 
my old toys.

Want To wish for something you 
would like to have. I want a toy fi re engine.

Need
To lack something 

important to your safety 
or health.

I need food and water.

Buy To exchange money in 
return for something.

Dylan is going to buy a toy 
fi re engine.

Pay The act of giving money in 
exchange for something.

Dylan must pay the 
shopkeeper for this toy

fi re engine.
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Cash Money in the form of 
coins or notes.

I have some cash 
in my wallet.

Notes A paper type of money 
used to buy things.

I have two £5 notes in my 
wallet.

Total
The whole amount. The 

result of adding
together.

If I buy a lollipop for 50p 
and a sweet for 10p, I

have to give the 
shopkeeper a total of 60p.

Money
Currency, like coins or 

notes, used to pay 
for things.

I keep my money safe 
in a savings box.

Price
The value someone places 

on an item, that
they would sell it for.

The price of this toy is £10.
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Choice
The act of selecting 

something from diff erent
options.

I have a choice between 
lots of diff erent toys

to buy.

Earn
To receive money or 

something of value in
exchange for work done.

I can earn money by 
helping to clean and tidy.

Shop
A place where items 

can be bought 
with money.

I go to my local shop to 
buy bread and milk.

Worth

Having a value of. What 
you could expect

someone to pay for it 
or what you would be
willing to pay for it.

I have this old teddy
that belonged to my

grandfather. Even though 
it is really old, it is

worth £200.

Skills

Abilities, talents or 
knowledge, that can be

used to successfully 
undertake a task.

Juggling, being friendly, 
handwriting, drawing

and having good ideas, 
are all examples of

diff erent skills.
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Bank

A business where people 
deposit and withdraw 

their money to 
keep it safe.

I keep my money 
in a bank.

Building
Society

A business, similar to a bank, 
where you can save your 
money or borrow money 
to buy a house. Building 
societies have members 
instead of customers.

I save my money with a 
building society.

Receipt A record of items bought 
and the price paid.

I bought a toy and the 
shopkeeper gave me a
receipt to prove that I 

had paid for it.

Change
The diff erence between an 

item cost and the
money given.

My lollipop cost 25p 
and I gave the

shopkeeper 50p. 
The shopkeeper gave 

me 25p change.

Luxuries Items that we don’t need 
but we might want.

Toys and chocolates are 
luxuries. We don’t

need them but we might 
want them.
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Withdrawal Money taken out of a 
building society or bank.

If I need cash, I can make 
a withdrawal from

my savings account.

Win To succeed in a game of 
eff ort or luck.

If I buy a raffl  e ticket, 
I might win a prize.

Save
To put your money aside 

for the future,
instead of spending it.

I am going to save up 
for a bike instead of

buying sweets.

Cheque

A piece of paper that can 
be used to pay for

things, with money that is 
in a bank account.

I don’t have any cash 
because my money is
all in the bank, so I 

will have to give 
you a cheque.

Borrow
To take something with 
the promise to return

or replace it.

I will borrow £1 to buy this 
chocolate bar, and

give it back when I take 
some money out of
my savings account.
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Donation
To give away money or 
items without asking

for anything in exchange.

I have made a donation of 
£10 to a charity

that helps sick animals.

Business

An activity or organisation 
that makes money
by selling goods or 

services.

I started a business, selling 
fruit and water at

the park.

Deposit Money paid into a 
building society or bank.

When I earn money, I 
deposit it into my
savings account.

Wages

Money paid to an 
employee from an

employer, for the work 
they have done.

At the end of each month, 
I get paid my wages

for the work I have done.

Loan
An amount of money that 

is borrowed, to be
paid back in the future.

I got a £5 loan to buy a 
toy, and I paid it back

at £1 a week.
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Debit card

A plastic card that can be 
used to buy things

with money that is in a 
bank account

I used my debit card to 
buy clothes because

all of my money is in my 
bank account.

Value
How much something is 

worth to a particular
person.

Someone else would 
probably say my teddy’s
value is only 50p, but to 

me, my teddy is
worth millions.

Charity
A group or organisation 

that raises money to
help an important cause.

I have donated money to 
a charity that helps

children who don’t have 
what they need.

Owe To have to pay a debt.
I owe my brother £1, 

because I borrowed it
from him.

Budget
A plan for how much 
money you should

spend.

I have set a budget of £4 
to buy drinks and

food at the cinema.
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Credit Card
A plastic card that can be 

used to buy things
but must be paid back.

I used my credit card to 
buy some clothes and

then deposited the money 
into my credit card

account.

Career

A job, chosen based on 
interests and

strengths, to follow as a 
life’s work.

I had a job selling shoes 
before I started my
career in teaching.

Business
A name given to the 
activity of selling a
product or service.

I started a business, 
washing cars, then gave

the business to my friend.

Employee
A person who has been 

given a job in
exchange for wages.

I work in a shop. I am an 
employee of the

woman who owns the 
shop.

Goods
Items sold by a retail 

business. Things that can
be held or moved.

My shop is stocked with 
lots of goods like

magazines, milk and 
greeting cards.
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Logo

A symbol, or small design, 
chosen by a business, for 

customers to identify 
their brand.

Principality Building 
Society have a logo based
on the letter P and a celtic 

knot.

Income Money received.
The money I receive from 

my customers for my
goods is called income.

Market
Research

The activity of gathering 
information about

customers to help make 
good business

decisions.

My market research 
revealed that customers

would prefer blue T-shirts 
over red T-shirts.

Brand The identity or style 
of a business.

The tick logo and 
‘Just Do It’ are part of 

Nike’s brand.

Service
Business

A business that off ers a 
service to its customers 

instead of goods.

I started a service 
business, washing cars.
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Product
Any good, service or idea, 

that can be sold to
a customer.

My sister and I have 
started businesses. My

product is greeting cards 
and her product is
cleaning houses.

Expenditure Money spent.

My sister and I have 
started businesses. My

product is greeting cards 
and her product is
cleaning houses.

Loss

The oppposite of profi t. 
If you spent more

money than you earned, 
you made a loss.

I started a business selling 
hats but the customers 

wouldn’t buy them at the 
price I wanted. I had to make 
the price lower than they cost 
me to buy, so I made a loss.

Marketing
Activities to encourage 

people to buy a
product.

After thinking hard about 
the diff erent ways of

marketing his business, 
Mohammed decided

to make fl yers to post 
through letterboxes.

Debt
Something owed to 
another person or

organisation.

Brian borrowed £5 
from his sister but 
will repay this debt 

when he gets his 
birthday money.
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Retail Business

A company that off  ers 
goods, like clothes or
toys, in exchange for 

money.

I started a retail business, 
selling reusable,
shopping bags.

Business Plan
A document that sets out 

the plans for a new
business.

Chris had a great idea for 
a new business, but

he needed a business plan 
to work out how to
make it successful.

Employer
A person or organisation 

that pays people for
work.

My employer started a 
business selling shoes,
and pays me money to 

help in the shop.

Enterprising

Describes person with 
creative business ideas,
who can put them into 

practice.

Hannah realised that 
children in the park

got very thristy, so she 
started selling water.

Hannah is very enterprising.

Ambitious A deisire to be successful.

As a child, Joanne had 
dreams of becoming
a successful business 

owner. She has always
been ambitious.
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Innovative
Having creative ideas and 

the ability or desire
to put them into practice.

Steve Jobs, who created 
the iPhone, was an

innovative man.

Initiative

To have ideas of doing 
things diff erently, for
the better, and trying 

them out.

Jacob used his initiative to 
organise the class

pens and pencils, so that 
it was easier to fi nd

the right ones.

Creative
Able to make or do 

something new or with
imagination

Josh always had a 
creative solution, that 

no one else had 
thought about.

Capable
Decribes a person who has 
the ability to accomplish 

many things.

Marie was able to suceed 
at anything that she

set her mind to. She was 
very capable.

Profi t

The diff  erence between 
the amount earned

and the amount spent 
by a business.

I bought chocolate 
bars for 60p and sold 
them for £1. I made 
40p profi t on each 

chocolate bar.
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MIMING DESCRIBE

SOUNDS
LIKE

FIRST
LETTER
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